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By letter of 7 January 1982 the President of the Council of the European 
Communities requested the European Parliament, pursuant to Article 100 of the 
EEC Treaty, to deliver an opinion on the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council for a directive on voluntary part-time work. 
On 21 January 1982, the President of the European Parliament referred this 
proposal to the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment as the committee 
responsible and to the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and the 
Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of Women in Europe for their opinions. 
On 28 January 1982 the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment a~~~inted 
Mr Calvez rapporteur. 
It considered the Commission proposal at its meetings of 26 February, 
17 March, 30 April, 28 May, 23 June and 12 July 1982. At the latter meeting the 
committee decided by 21 votes to 4 with no abstentions to recommend that 
Parliament should adopt the Commission proposal subject to the following amend-
ments. 
The following took part in the vote: Mr Papaefstratiou, chairman; 
Mr Peters, vice-chairman; Mr Calvez, rapporteur; Mr Barbagli, Mr Boyes, 
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr Ceravolo, Mr Chanterie, Ms Clwyd, Mr Dido', 
Mrs Duport, Mr Eisma, Mr Estgen, Mr Ghergo, Mrs Kellett-Bowman (deputizing for 
Sir David Nicolson>, Mrs Krouwel-Vlam <deputizing for Mr Horgan>, Mr Lezzi 
(deputizing for Mrs Charzat>, Mrs Maij-Weggen, Mr Michel (deputizing for 
Mr McCartin>, Mr van Minnen, Mr Patterson, Mr Protopapadakis (deputizing for 
Mr Brok>, Mrs Squarcialupi (deputizing for Mr Frischmann>, Mrs Van Hemeldonck 
(deputizing for Mrs Salisch). 
The opinions of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and the 
Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of Women in Europe are attached. 
The explanatory statement will be given orally. 
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The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment hereby submits to the 
European Parliament the following proposals for amendments and,motton for 
a resolution together with explanatory statement: 
Text proposed by the Commbsjoo 
gf the Eyrppeao Cpmmunjtjes 
Amendments eroeosed by the 
Committu on Socjal Affairs 
and Employment 
Proposal flor a Council directive 
~n voluntary part-time work <Doc. 1-948/81) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES 
Having regard to the Treaty 
establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in 
particular Article 100, 
Having regard to the proposal 
from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion 
of the European Parliament, 
Having regard to the opinion 
of the Economic and Social 
Committee 
Whereas the Council, in its 
resolution adopted on 18 Detember 
1971 1 on the adaptation of working 
time, stated in relation to part-
time working that it 'must be 
voluntary, open to both men and 
women and must not be imposed 
on persons who wish to work 
full time'. 
1 OJ No. c 2, 4 January 1980 
unchanged 
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Text proposed by the Commission 
of the European Communities 
Whereas this measure is designed to 
complement in the field of part-time 
work existing legisLation on the 
realisation of equal treatment for 
men and women. 
Whereas there are still significant 
differences between the Member States 
concerning the implementation of the 
principle of non-discrimination between 
part-time and full-time workers, and 
these differences can distort competi-
tion between undertakings and affect 
the functioning of the common market; 
Whereas it is therefore necessary to 
remedy this sit.uation by approximating 
the laws of the Member States whtle 
maintaining the improvement referred 
to in Article 117 of the Treaty, 
This Directive covers part-time work. 
For the purpose of this Directive, the 
following definitions shall apply: 
- DQ!ID!!_bQ~!!_Qf_~gr~: the normal 
working hours for any particular 
category of worker established by 
legislation, by collective agreement 
or by agreement concluded at the 
level of the individual establishment 
or undertaking; 
- f!::!!!:!i!!!~-~2!.!5: wo.rk performed on a 
regular basis for the normal hours 
of work; 
Amendments proposed by the Committee 
on Social Affairs and -Employment 
Whereas this measure is therefore 
designed to complement in the field 
of part-time work existing legislation 
on the realisation of equal tteatment 
for men and women. 
unchanged 
,· 
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Text proposed by the Commission 
of the European Communities 
- ~~r!:!i~~-~2!~~ work performed on a 
regular basis in respect of which an 
employer and a worker agree to shorter· 
working hours than the normal hours of 
work; 
!~ii:!im!_iett!:11!!!-~2t~!r: a worker 
who agrees with his or her employer to 
carry out full-time <part-time> work. 
Part-time workers shall not bf discriminated 
against is compared with full-time workers 
in respect bf Working eonditions, rules 
governint diliissal, entitlement to partici-
pate activfty bf ~atsivttt in bodies repre-
senting· tftlptbyttt Mtd iettu to vocational 
traini~l, ~~elotfOh; tocial facilities and 
medical care. This is htreinaft~r referred 
to as the 'prinei~le of non-discrimination'. 
1. Part-time workers shall not be excluded 
from statutory or occupational social 
security schemes. Their contributions to 
and benefits from such schemes shall be 
made on the same basis as for full-time 
workers, taking account of the hours 
worked by the part-time workers and/or 
the remuneratio'n received. 
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·Am~ndments proposed by the Committee 
on Social Affairs and Employment 
Amendment PE 77.860/fin. + 
Amendment No. 14 
' M!i~i!-~ 
Part-time workers shall not be dis-
criminated against as compared with 
full-time workers in respect of 
working conditions, "'unerati90, 
rules governing dis.issal, entitle-
·ment to ~articipate actively or 
· passively in ·bodies representing 
employees and access to occupational 
and industrial training, promotion, 
social facilities and medical care. 
T~is is hereinafter referred to as 
t~e 'principle of non-discrimination'. 
Amendment PE 77.860/fin. 
1. Pact-time worker! shall be 
covered by statutory or occupational 
social security schemes. Their con-
tributions to and the benefits from 
such schemes shall be made on the 
same basis as for full-time workers, 
taking account of the hours worked 
by the part-time workers and/or 'the 
re~uneration received. 
PE 77 .691/fin. 
Jext proposed by the Commission 
of the European CommunitiJtS 
2. Member States shall be exempt 
from applying the provisions of 
paragraph 1 to part-time workers 
whose working hours and/or remuneration 
are below the threshold of eligibility 
for statutory or occupational social 
security schemes. 
1. The remuneration, holiday pay, 
redundancy pay and retirement benefits 
of part-time workers shall, taking 
account of the hours of work, be in 
proportion to those of full-time 
workers doing an equivalent job. 
z. Paragraph 1 shall be without pre-
judice to the· ability of the Member 
States to allow more favourable 
treatment to be given to part-time 
workers by means of laws, regulations 
and administrative provisions, col-
Lective agreements or other agreements. 
The nature of the part-time work, the 
hours of work and the arrangements for 
the distribution of these hours shall 
be specified in a written agreement 
between the employer and the worker. 
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Ame.nd~~-?_P. rogose_d_ 9.Y.._ .. t!l~..£9m~i ~ t~~ 
on Social Affairs ~nd EmP.J_QY~~D.~ 
2. For a period of up to one year fol-
lowing the adoption of this directive, 
Member States shall be exempt from app-
lying the provisions of paragraph 1 to 
part-time workers whose working hours 
and/or remuneration are below the 
threshold of eligibility for statutory 
or occupational social security schemes. 
Thereafter, all part-time workers must 
be covered by statutory and occupationa~ 
social security schemes. 
Amendment PE 77.860/fin. 
All benefits such as remuneration, 
holiday pay etc. <rest of text 
unchanged>. 
Amendment PE 77,860/fin. 
The nature of the part-time work, the 
hours of work and the arrangements for 
the distribution of these hours shall 
be specified in a written agreement 
between :he employer and the worker. 
PE 77.691/fin. 
------·--
Jext proposed by the Commission 
QJ_jhe European Communities 
•,. 
Par-t-time workers wisMng to occupy or return 
to a full-time job or full-time workers 
wishing to GCCYP.~ or return to a part-time 
job iD the "'• ~tablish.-nt or unde!taking 
shall hav~ ~riority over candidates outside 
the undertakin~ ~here a va~cy occurs in a 
situation corrtt.spanc;t.i-na \Q.. tlleir. skill-s or 
9ccupation4l ·~~·~i~n~~· 
.Part-time workers shall De t•ken into account, 
at teast in proportion to \htir working hours, 
: in the total count of employeu· in an estab-
lishment or undertaking, particularly for the 
~rposes.of determining the social obligations 
which are linked to the number of workers 
employed. 
Amendments proposed by the Commi~ 
9n ~ocial Affairs and Employme~ 
sush written agreements shall be base~ 
qn collective agreements, wh~~ th~J~ 
exist. The written agreement~'!l 
addition to specifying~~~tot~i 
working time, must also ~!Y ... ~.<l."!'~ .. .ll~W 
the time is to be Qiv i ded .. !lP.. ,MIQ_n_g 
the days of the week ant!__~_~e--~~-n-~_!_!i.~!!_S 
go~~rniQ~ changes to this arra~gement. 
unchanged 
Amendment PE 77.860/fin., first 
sentence 
Part-tjme workers ~hall be taken fully 
into account, in the total ~.Q.YD.t . .Qf 
e~tt~_i!Ull.~!tt~j>J.i~l)l!t~D.L9L...Yn_d_ttr­
taking, particularly for the eurpose~ 
of determining the social _ _QIL!:_ig_~t_ions 
l!IJ.i ch are linked to __ th~_ry~mp~--~o.f 
workers employed. 
Amendment PE 77.860/fjn. + 
Amendment No. 10 
~!!if!~-~ !!!if!~-~ 
Recourse to part-time work shall come within 'Before the jntrpduction of part-time 
the s~ope of the procedures for the information work, the procedures for the information 
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Text proposed by the Commission 
of the European Communities 
and consultation of workers' representa-
tives as are in force for full-time 
workers in the Member States. 
Amendments proposed by the Com~i!!~e 
on Social Affairs an~ Employment 
consultation and participation of workers• 
representatives that are in force for 
full-time workers in the Member States 
shall be applied'. 
The Directive shall apolx to persons 
working more than 12 hours a week. 
1. Any laws, regulations and administra- 1. unchanged 
tive provisio~s in breach of·the preceding 
Articles shall be abolished. 
2. Any provisions in breach of the pre-
ceding Articles which are included in 
collective agreements or individual 
contracts of employment shall be, or 
may be declared, null and void. 
1. Member States shall implement the 
laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions necessary to comply with this 
Directive not later than 1 January 1984 
and shall notify them to the Commission 
without delay. 
2. Any provisions in breach of the pre-
ceding Articles which are included in 
collective agreements or individual con-
tracts of employment shall be and must 
be declared, null and void. 
3. Laws and administrative rules appli-
cable in individual Member States which 
go further than the provisions of this 
directive in protecting part-time workers 
may continue to apply. 
Amendment PE 77.860/fin. + 
~mendment No. 12 + fjnal section of 
Article 11 
Article 10 
----------
unchanged 
•' 
2. Member States shall communicate to the 
Commission the texts of the laws, regulations 
and administrative provisions which they adopt 
in the field covered by this Directive. 
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Text proposed by the Coamissjon 
of the European Co~munitirs 
~r:!i~t ... ll 
Within tee yeatt ef the expiry of 
the period referred to in Ar-ticle 10, 
Member States shall forward to the 
Commission all necessary information to 
enable it to draw up a report on the 
application of this Directive for submission 
to the Council .. 
Article 12 
----------
This Directive it addrea8e4 to the 
Member States. 
Amendments proposed by the Committee 
on"Social Affairs and Emgloyment 
Member States shall submit to the European 
Commission a report on how the Directive 
is working in practice not later than thre! 
years after the Directive comes into force 
to enable it to draw up a report on the. 
application of this Directive for submission 
to the CouncH. 
delete 
Article 12 becomes Article 11. 
/' 
\...• 
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
-----------------------
closing the procedure for consultation of the European Parliament on the proposal 
from t~e Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a directive 
on voluntary part-time work 
!b!-E~t2e!!o_e!t!i!m!os, 
- having regard to the proposal from the Commission to the Council (COM<81) 775 
final> 1, 
-having been consulted by the Council pursuant to Article 100 of the Treaty 
establishing the EEC <Doc. 1-948/81>, 
- having regard to its resolution of 11 February 1981 on the situ~ion of women 
in the European Community and, more specifically, paragraphs 15 and 16 
2 thereof , 
- having regard to its resolution on employment and the adaptation of working 
t . 3 1me , 
- having regard to the report of the C~mmittee on Social Affairs and Employment 
and the opinions of the Comm1ttee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and the 
Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of Women in Europe <Doc. 1-540/82>, 
- having regard to the result of the vote On· the proposal from the Commission, 
1. Notes that part-time work is usually a deliberate choice made in response 
to a social or economic situation; 
2. Wishes to see part-time work contributt. in future to a better distribution 
of domestic and family responsibilities betwee~ men and women and at the same 
time permit men and women to acq~ire a sk.illed occupation, and notes that 
part-time work is no·substitute for a general reducti-on in working time; 
3. Notes, as the Commission points out, that 90% of part-time workers are women 
and that the advantage of extending _part-time work in a period of unemployment 
must outweigh the fact that-at present the main justification for this form of 
work is provided by the unequal distribution of family responsibiliti~s 
between men and women; 
1oJ No. C 62 of 12.3.1982, p. 7 
2oJ No. C 50 of 9.3.1981, p. 40 
3oJ No. C 260 of 12.10.1981, p.54 
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4. Requests however that the greatest care be taken to ensure that part-time work 
does not conceal a reduction in the volume of employment by turning full-time 
posts into part-time posts; 
5. Is aware of the fact that the proportion of part-time work in relation to 
employment as a whole, while varying from one Community country to another, 
was nevertheless relativ~ly limited in the past; realizes, however, that the 
continuing economic crisis is likely to arouse greater interest in this type 
of activity; 
. 6. Notes that the voluntary aspect of part-time work is restricted by 
unemployment; 
7. Notes with satisfaction that the Commission·has adOpted almost all the 
------ 1 
criteria listed by the European Parliament in respect of part-time work and 
that the Commission therefore intends to eliminate all forms of discrimination 
towards part-time workers; 
8. Draws attention to the fact that hitherto both employer·s and employees have 
regarded part-time work primarily as an arrangement particularly suitable for 
women students and the· t{derly but that in future part-ties ~ork must be 
regarded ~s a new we4pon in the campaign against une!IIP'~oyment; 
9. Considers that part-time .work should not be an underhand way of 
reducing employ•ent and h•nce workers' i~omes and therefore requests the 
Commission to carry out an investigation.i.n order to find out whether part-
time posts tend to incretse the·volume of ~ork or reduce it; 
10. Considers it very important'to: 
1 
-eliminate prejudice on t~e·part of emplQyers towards ~art-time work by 
means of a comprehensive··information ~ampaign'to organize this mode of work 
l 
in a manner correse>onding to its soc.ial ·necessity, 
- promote and evaluate studies and examples of part-time work with respect 
to their incorporation into various forms of work a~d workplace including 
skilled wo.rk, 
-assure part-tjme empl.oy,es of priority in switching to full-time jobs 
as they fall vacant, in particular on the basis _of appropriate qualific-
ations and proven professional experience; 
OJ No. c 260 of 12.10.1981, p. 60 
OJ No. C 50 of 9.3.1981, p. 40 
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11. Is aware that part-ti~e work does not provide economic independence and 
therefore autonomy for workers; 
12. Hopes therefore that in employment procedures part-time work available will 
be shown on a special list; 
13. Recognizes the difficulty of harmonizing national standards on social 
security at Community level but feels that the essential improvement of 
the status of part-time work presupposes· the granting of entitlement to 
benefits under the social security scheme; 
14. Considers that part-time work must be on a vo~untary basis and that the refusal by 
: 
a full-time worker to accept part-time work carrot be accepted as a reason for dismissal; 
15. Considers, however, that it is essential for ·the specific rules for the 
implementation of voluntary part-time work to be laid down by national 
regulations and/or collective agreements; 
16. Considers it necessary, in addition, to 
(a) overcome employers' reticence when faced with generally complex legis-
lation and the fact that the cost of part-time wages is still greater 
than that of full-time wages, 
Cb) overcome workers' apprehension over an arrangement which they feel offers 
them less protection, by giving them all the necessary guarantees, 
(c) waive all measures relating to this type of work in social security 
rules which involve extra costs for undertakings, 
(d) ensure the wider dissemination of the most recent data on the structure 
and effects of working time; 
17. Considers the Commission's proposal appropriate in that it establishes 
outline provisions of a general nature which could help to clarify the 
situation in the labour market; 
18. Instructs its President to forward to the Commission and the Council the 
text of the proposal from the Commission as voted by Parliament and the 
corresponding resolution as Parliament's opinion. 
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AND MONETARY AFFAIRS 
---------------------------------------------------------
Draftsman: Mrs M.-J. DESOUCHES 
On 24 February 1982 the Committee on Economic and Monetary 
Affairs appoint~d Mrs Desouches draftsman of the opinion for 
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment. 
At it' m~eting of 18/19 March 1982, the committee considered 
the draft opinion,~hich it adopted unanimously. 
Present: Mr J. More~u, chairman; Mr de Ferranti, vice-
chairman, Mr p,~leau, ~ice-chairman; Mrs Desouches, draftsman;. 
Mr Albers (deputi~ing for Mr Wagner); Mr Beumer, Mr von Bismarck, 
Mr Bonaccini, Mr Caborn, Mr Carossino (deputizing for 
Mr Fern~nde~), Mi~~ Forster, Mr Franz,Mrl.Friedrich, Mr de Goede, 
Mr de Gucht, Mr "erman, Mr Hopper, Mr Leonardi, Mr Mihr, 
Mr Orlando (deputizing for Mr Ruffolo), Mr Papantoniou, Mr Purvis, 
Sir ·Brandon Rhys-Will iams, Mr Rogalla <deputizing for Mr SchinzeU, 
Mr Seal <deputhing -tor Mr Rogers>,. Mr van Rompuy and Mr von Wogau. 
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1. In its resolution of 18 December 1979 concerning the adaptation of 
working time the Council recognized that part-time working had become 
a feature of the labour market and asked the Commission to prepare 
a specific communication on this subject. The European Parliament 
has underlined the importance of this type of work on several 
occasions and also asked the Commission to put forward suitable 
proposals in its resolution of 11 February 1981. 
2. There is no difference of opinion between the various institu-
tions on the objectives to be pursued with regard to the status of 
part-time work and in this respect it is worth listing the principles 
laid down by the Council in its resolution of 18 December 19791 : 
i) Pa~t-time ~~rking must be voluntary and open to both men and 
women. It must not be imposed on p~rsons who wish to work 
full-time. Furthermore, particular·: care must be taken to 
~~ 
ensure that part'"':'time work is not limited to women or to 
relatively unskilled work~ 
ii) Consideration should be given to the extent to which part-time 
work could be made more readily available to certain groups 
of workers, particularly parents of young children and older 
workers;. 
iii) Part-time workers should as a rule have the same social rights 
and obligations as full-time workers, bearing in mind however 
the specific character of the work performed; 
iv) Part-time work should not be limited to half-time work~ it 
could be on a daily, weekly or monthly basis, according to 
the needs of different groups of workers and to those of 
undertakings. 
1oJ N° c 2, 4.1.1980 
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3. The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs wholly endorses 
these princip,les,which fully correspond to those set out in its 
opinion to the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment on employ-
ment and the adaptation of working time (Doc. 1-425/81). The 
proposal for a directive under consideration meets the requests 
made by council and Parliament and the stated objectives. Never-
tbeless, the proposal is essentially aimed at social objectives, 
i.e. the elimination of the main abuses andprincipa+.fo~ms ~£-discri­
mination, and does not attempt to resolve all the p~oblems. 
4. However the elimination of abuses and discrimination is a 
sine qua non for the supply of and demand for part-time work to 
increase. Although it offers advantages both for employ~s ·and 
employers, little u._ is made of part-ti~e working because of 
the discriminatory treatment to which it;is subject in comparison 
with full-time work. Part-time workers are very often subject to 
discrimination as regards their legal status, conditions of work 
and employment, and part-time workers are riot offered the same 
rights ; the social security rules governing this type of work 
very often cost employers more and therefore inhibit part-time 
working. The purpose of the proposal for a directive is ~o end 
the forms of discrimination to which part-time work is subject 
by extending to part-time workers the rules and arrangements 
applicable to full-time workers, notably pro rata entitlement to 
remuneration and paid annual leave, redundancy and 
retirement, the inclusion of such workers in the total workforce 
of the undertaking, the right to information and to be consulted. 
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In addition,a number of principles specifically relating to 
part-time work are'proposed, in particula~ the need for. a 
written contract between employer and worker and priority 
for such workers to switch from part-time to full-time 
employment. 
5. ·The flexibility of part-time work offers advantages and 
meets the ne~d~ of undertakings as well as workers. The 
directive should promote an expansion of part-time work by 
providing for the elimination of the main forms of discri-
mination and principle abuses and introducing provisions 
which will put this form of work on an equal footing with 
full-time work. In a number of Member States preparations 
are al'I'eady underway for measures concerning the status of 
part-time work aimed at combatting unemployment by sharing 
the available employment more widely. It remains to be 
seen however whether employment opportunities will be sub-
stantially increased by eliminating discrimination and abuses. 
It is most likely that demand "fill outstrip supply by even 
more than the existing substantial margin. People who are 
not working at present or who are active in the'black' 
economy and who are not protected by the social security 
system may be attracted by the improvement in the status of 
part-time work to offer their services on the labour market. 
At the same time full-time workers may prefer part-time work 
irr the light of the new conditions,so that the available 
employment could be shared by more workers,which would reduce 
the strains on the labour market. Despite the flexibility 
which part-time work offers, it is fa,irly unlikely that the 
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supply of jobs will increase at the same rate as demand. 
It is even possible to imagine a situation where certain 
undertakings· facing enormous pressures to cut costs in 
order to remain competitive and at the same .time in a 
strong·position on the labour market given the high rate 
of unemployment, may replace full-time jobs with part-time 
jDbs. This kind of substitution is only acceptabl~ if the 
work to be carried out is sui table for part-time employment. 
In this conn~ction it is important to restate the 
fundamental principle that part-time work must be voluntary, 
a principle which must be rigorously applied. 
6. One of the principles adopted by the various institutions 
is that part-time work may not be limited .to le.ss-· 
qualifie,d jobs. While approving this principle, it is never-
theless clear that it is easier to organize part-time work 
., 
in certain jobs than in others. The problem of equal oppor-
tunities for promotion also arises in this context. The 
proposal for a directive offers no s·olution to these prob-
lems. The explanatory memorandum states that: 'The proposed 
directive will-need to be supported by further positive 
action to ensure the greater availability of the part-time 
work option in all types of employment within an organization'. 
The Commission should explain what action it intends to 
propose in thi~ ·~ontext and should draw up such proposals as 
soon as possible. 
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The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs: 
(a)approves the objectives of the proposal for a directive, which is intended 
to eliminate discrimination and abuses associated with part-time work; asks 
the Committee on Social Affairs and: Employment to amend the directive so that 
obligations imposed on employers by the directive are not so onerous that they 
lead to a decrease in the number of part-~ime jobs being offered; 
(b) considers that although they do not represent a perfect 
. . 
remedy for unemployment the proposed measures meet the 
wishes of a large number of workers and are capable of 
making a significant contribution to solving the employment 
problem; 
(c) stresses that the proposal for a directive does not solve 
all the problems and urges the Commission to submit as 
soon as possible proposals for further positive action 
in this field, the need for which is recognized in the 
explanatory memorandum. 
(d) req~ests that the following amendment be added to 
Article 5 of the proposal for a directive; 
Text as amended by Parliament Text proposed by the Commission 
Article 5 
The nature of the part-time 
work, the hours of work and 
the arrangements for the dis-
tribution of these hours shall 
be specified in a written 
agreement between the employer 
and the worker, preferably as 
part of collective agreements 
binding each undertaking. 
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The nature of the part-time 
work, the hours of work and 
the arrangements for the dis-
tribution of these hours shall 
be specified in a written 
agreement between the employer 
and the worker. 
PE 77.691/fin." 
Draftsman: Mrs H. WlECZOREK-ZEUL 
-- --------- - -----__,__ __ 
At i.'ts rt~Ete·t:rng of 23 November 1981 the Comlhit~ee of rHquiry into 
the Situatic;n O'f Wdmen in Europe deeid'ed to draw up reports on 17 
different sUbj'ec'ts1 . One of these cCincerns the ad'~ptation of working 
time, c>n t:ibt-eh krs 1ri.'e.czo>relil•Zelfl, wa6 -,,etntel ·•«"'orteut1; 
·ei't the itree'ti'ii"~ O'f 30 November. 
In the ~~iMe the Commission had put forward a propo~al for a 
council directive on voluntary part-time work (Doc. 1-948/81), on 
which the Council asked the European Parliament fo~ its opinion on 
4 January 19·82: · 
. 
On 21 January 1982 the President of the European Parliament referred 
the proposal for a directive to the Committee on Social Affaire and 
Employ~ht ~s the c~ittee responsible. 
As 'tf'lis subject was directly linked to Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul's report, 
tile c<si\Wn:N:~m 'b"f Inquiry into the situation of Wo'me'n in Euro!)e at its 
me~'tiniJ 6"1: ~jr~ ~uary 1982 instructed her to ch-aw up an irrterim 
i:i!poi-t iTid~orl:iing an opinion on the Commission's proposal for a 
diri!ctive on voluntary part-time work insofa%. as thU conaet'ns·.WQMI!l• 
The ComMittee of Inquiry considered the proposal for a directive 
and the draft opinion at its meetin~s of 18/19 and 2~/30 Mazoch 1982. 
At its meet.inq_of 30 March 1982 it adopted the Utaeh:~d opinion and 
amendments to~-tb*:t' With explal\a.torf'•.st•tement by 8 votes· to 2. 
On 14 M&Y 1982 the Bureau of uhe EUropean Parliament formally 
authorizlid th~ Committee of Inquiry to deliver an opinion on the 
proposal f6r a c!iirective •. 
The f6ll6Wing took part i'h the vote: Mrs Vayissade, acting chairmaa.,. 
Mrs Lenz, ·vide-chaiman·, Da11fe Shelagh Roberts, vice-chairman, 
Mrs von Alem~nn, vice-chairman: Miss De Valera, Mrs Lizin, Mrs Macciocchi, 
Mrs spa:ak, lllit-i! Sc;tuarci~lupi (deputizing for Mrs LeRoux), Mrs van Hemeldonck 
(deputiHn'g tor Mr~ vln den Heuvel) and Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul, draftsman. 
···-·{ 
1 See minutes of the meeting of 23/24 November 198~. 
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A. OPINION AND AM:ENMNI'S 
'!he O::mnittce of Inquiry into the Situation of Wanen in Eurqle hereby sutmits to the 
Camlittee on Social Affairs and Enployment the following prc.p:>Sals for amendnents and opinicn: 
Commission proposal for a Council 
directive on voluntary part-tirre \\'Ork 
'IHE COUNCil. OF 'IHE EUROPEAN <XMruNITIES, 
having regard to the Treaty establishing 
the Eurq:lean Econanic Camtuni ty, and in 
particular Article 100, 
having regard to the proposal fran the 
camri.ssion, 
having regard to. the opinicn of the 
European Parliament, 
having regard to the opinion of the Econan.ic 
and Social Cattnittee, 
Whereas the Council in its resolution 
Anenanents prqx:>sed by the Camlittee of 
Inquiry :i,nto the Situation of Walen in Ellrq;)e 
unchanged 
. 1 
ad::pted on 18 December 1979 on the adaptation 
of 1110rking tirre, stated in relation to part-
tirre 1110rking that it 'must be voluntary, open 
to both men and wcmen and must not be inp:lsed 
on persons who wish to ~rk full tirre' : 
Whereas the Parliament, in its resolution 
a<X¢ed on 17 september 19813 on enyl.oymant 
and the adaptation of \\'Orking titre stated 
in relation to part-time ~rking that 
'this fonn of \IIOrk must be the result of a 
voluntary choice' and 'steps must be taken 
to prevent discrimination' : 
r:--
OJ No. C 2 of 4.1.1980 
2 OJ No. c 50 of 9.3.1981 
3 OJ No. C 260 of 12.10.1981 
After the first section of the preani:>le 
add a new section to read as follows: 
Whereas the~ Parliament in its 
resolution of 11 February 19812 on the 
tit4ltion of'~Qmen.in•tbt 'European 
Calmlni.t:( dealt with the ~rious aspects 
of part-time 1110rk,, \thich Ut"-set QJtt j n 
paragt"N?hs 16 to 18, and laid down a 
nl"llli::ler of criteria; 
unchanged 
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Commission proposal for a Council 
directive on voluntary part-tine work 
- part-tine work: work performed on a regular 
basis in respect of which an E!llployer and a 
worker agree to shorter working hours than 
the normal hours of work; 
- full-t~-tine) worker: a worker who 
agrees with his or her Elllployer to carry 
out full-tine (part-tine) work. 
Article 2 
Part-t.ime workers shall not be discriminated 
against as crnpared with full-tine workers in 
respect of working conditions, rules governing 
dismissal, entitlement to participate actively 
or passively in bodies representing enployees 
and access to vocational training, praootioo, 
social facilities and redical care. This is 
hereinafter referred to as the 'principle of 
non-discrimination'. 
Article 3 
1. Part-tire workers shall not be excluded 
fran statutory or occupational social security 
schemes. Their contributions to and benefits 
fran such scheres shall be made on the same 
basis as for full-tine workers, taking account 
of the hours worked by the part-tine workers 
and/or the remuneratioo received. 
'Z , MerltJer States shall be exerrpt fran 
applying the provisions of paragraph 1 to 
part-tine workers whose working hours and/ 
or renuneration are below the threshold of 
eligibility for statutory or occupational 
social security schemes. 
Amendnents proposed by the Ccmnittee of 
Inquiry into the Situation of Wcmen in Eurcpe 
Article 2 
Part-time workers shall not be discriminated 
against as carpared with full-tine workers in 
respect of working conditioos, rF!!!1!\@fntjm, 
rules goveming dismissal, entitlement to 
participate actively or passively in bodies 
representing enpl.oyees and access to voca-
tional training, prarotion, social facilities 
and medical care. This is hereinafter 
referred to as the 'principle of non-
discrimination' • 
Article 3 
1.. Part-time workers shall 'De .. co~iicl; ·~:,I 
~ statutory or occupational socigl security 
schenJ:s. 'nleir contributions to and 
benefits fran such schenes shall be. made on 
the same basis as for full-time workers, 
taking account of the hours worked by the 
part-time workers and/or the reruneration 
received. 
.'2~ For a period of up to one year follOOng 
the adoption of this directive Me!riJer States 
shall be exatpt fran applying the provisials 
of paragraph 1 to part-tine workers whose 
working hours and/or remuneration are below 
the threshold of eligibility for statutory 
or occupational social security schenes. 
Thereafter all P!;tt-tine workers must be 
covered by statutory or occupational social· 
security schemes. 
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B 
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 
I. General comments 
1. For some 9 million people in the European Community part-time work is 
their main source of employment and for another 2 million it is an additional 
source of work. On average, 90\ of all part-time workers in the Commun~ty 
are women and about a quarter of all working women are engaged in part--..L,.o! 
work. It is clear from a more detailed analysis of the situation in the 
Member States that: 
(1) Part-time work is a feature of the divided employment market and is 
concentrated in a few sectors and among those with lower levels of 
qualifications: 
(2) part-time work is a factor in the growth of employment among women. 
In countries where there has been a sharp increase in the number of 
women working as, for example, the United Kingdom or Denmark, a larg·e 
proportion of this increase is accounted for by the rise in part-time 
work: 
(3) part-time work in its present form cannot provide a satisfactory level 
of economic independence in almost all cases. Part-time work in its 
present form provides inadequate social security or none at all, for 
instance against unemployment or in terms of pensions. 
virtually no chance for promotion: 
It offers 
(4) the trend towards part-time working or increasingly towards other 
flexible approaches to working time is attributable to two factors: 
(a) From the point of view of employers, shorter working time means 
more intensive use of labour which makes possible greater flexibility 
for managements, particularly in the services secto~ and with the 
introduction of new technologies allows better use to be made of 
production capacity. 
(b) Employees are more interested in a greater measure of leisure 
time and flexibility. More flexible approaches to working time 
should be regarded as just as normal and as· offering ·11he··eame r:i.ghts 
as the existing compulsory 40-hour working week, e.g. 38, 36, 32 
hours, etc. 
There are two possible ways of responding to these tendencies: 
(a) Employers would like to continue to force this development through 
unilaterally vis-a-vis individual.!eutployee. 
This has serious negative consequences for employees, particularly 
for female workers: 
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-so-called 'flexible' systems ~require the employee to be 
permanently available for work and exploit him or her to the full 
(KAPOVAZ system), 
- whole branches of industry are transformed into part-time branches 
with the consequent loss of full-time jobs, 
-such branches then become essenti~)r·ba4ly-p&i4·are.S of ~Y-ent 
for woaen, 
- the ~oyer nevotiates the conditions of work ::aepariltely wit:h 
eflc.h .indivi4ual worker with the result that .ri.,tlts achieved .by 
means of collective agreements are ignored. 
(b) From the woman's point of view, the cor·rect approach would be to 
satisfy the employee's justified,. inten•t ~n,~treater. U•:siiDU:i.t)lltout 
.· ~ 
at the same time ensure that the conditions governing flexibility 
are .negotiated between employers and trade unions or are governed 
by l~islation so that employees are guaranteed adequate protection. 
At the same time all existing forms of discrimination against part-
time work must be eliminated so that part-time work is no longer-an 
area of a divide• labour market into which women are shunted. The 
re~ult ,ould be a new style of part-time work covering any period 
of work less than the normal full-time period. 
2. ~s regard• tbe legal position of part-time workers, no country of 
the Community had clear legal provisions at the time of the Commission's 
communication on part-time workers (COM(80) 405 final). However, account 
was taken of part-time workers in the various employment laws and to some 
extent in wage agreements. The differences in the arrangements governing 
part-time work in the Member States are described below: 
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2.1. No country ha4 a specific definition of part-time work. 
2. 2. The requirements governing ,:entitlement:.i.\o social: security benefits, tor 
part-time workers varied greatly from one Member State to another and 
involved either: 
the fixing of a minimum number of working hours per week to 
qualify for social welfare benefits; 
- or, the fixing of minimum wage levels as . .-n .. •'9~iUty-.threshold. 
,_ 
A few examples from the Member States wil-l serve to iUustrate the various 
systems: 
- in Belgium: a four-hour working day is required to qualify for 
family allowances; 
- in Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany and Luxembourg, a 
certain number of hours per week, ranging from 15 to 24, to 
qualify for benefits; 
- in Ireland: a 20-hour working week to qualify under the Redundancy 
Payments Act, which also lays down the periods of notice; 
• in the United Kingdom and Ireland: minimum wage and minimum 
working hours per week to qualify for social welfare insurance 
with a scale of minimum working hours according to length of 
service. 
These examples are sufficient to illustrate the differences in the 
criterin under Which part-time W0rkers may qualify for SOCial welfare 
insurance. 
It is to be assumed that part-time wor~ers who fail to meet these 
criteria are almost totally unrepresented in the statistics. 
2.3. In most countries part-time workers are taken fully into acco~t 
for the purpose of representation at the place of work. In some 
countries part~time workers are taken into account only in proportion 
to their working time for the purpose of • I)Zovidfl'lj(•. social facilities 
within the undertaking concerned. 
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2.4. Generally speaking, leave entitlement is calculated in the 
countries of the Community on a pro rata basis, although there is 
some uncertainty where certain types of special leave are concerned. 
In the Unit~d R•ingdom, for instance, women must work at least 16 
hours a ~k ·to ~ualify for ~aternity leave. 
2.5. The positi6n of part-time workers is unclear ~here overtime 
~nt •·011nol!-rnt!d. N() Me~er State CJi"'es part-time workers an 
e~licit ~t~ht ·to claim pa~ent for hours worked in ikce~s ·~ those 
laid do'Wn in his contract .'t§n the same ~slis full-tin\i! ~o~r'i;. 
2.6. There are still many provisions of employment law ~hich 
aiscriminate against part-time workers. Employees in' Denmark, for 
eK~mple, who work fewe~ than 15 hours do not continue to receive 
wacj&t; i:n the event of iltness. 
3. Another-- .w'hich has some bearing on the elimination of 
provisions ~hich discriminate against part-time work is whether 
non-wage costs discourage ~ndertakings from employin~ part~time 
worke·rs. In France employers 1 social security contributions for 
patrt-time .workers may be refunded if th~ undertakinq. can prove that 
it would have paid less in the way of eontributio~s to e~loy on~ 
full~time worker than t~ part-time workers. Some Member States 
also levy takes on the basis of the number of employees and not 
in propottion to •ross earnings or h~e worked • 
... 
4. The situation described above reflects the.cireumstances 
obtainincg at the tiibe of thEi Commission 1 s comm.uni't:ation. In the 
meantime new rules have already been adopted in some Member States ar 
~e under discussion. 
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There have been changes in employment law in Belgium. A law 
covering all part-time workers came into force on l March 1982; 
other rules are covered in a binding national wage agreement. All 
the essential features.of the planned Community d~rective are 
therefore now legally established in Belgium. In the context of 
the draft directive it should be pointed out that, under ·~a.iltJian · --
law, the beginning and end of the period Of~ the duration of the 
period of work, and breaks in the period ~f work must be set out in 
writing in respect of each system of part-time working. Part-time 
workers are also given priority when it comes to filling full-time 
vacancies. 
·' 
In Italy the Economic and Social Council (CNEL), a government 
advisory body, submitted a draft law governing part-time work in 
1981. In particula~ it is proposed that'the number of part-time 
workers in each undertaking should not exceed a percentage to be 
agreed with the trade unions.Ool~~-ag~eements of this kind have 
already been concluded in ~taly. The Italian Government is 
currently considering a draft law on part-time work. 
In France the government has now put forward proposals for a 
law governing part-time work. Although no provision is made fo~ 
an upper limit on the numbers of part-time workers in individual 
sectors, the government has reserved the right to fix such upper 
limits by decree following a trial period. 
These examples show that priority is being given to~ 
rules on part-time work in some Community Member States and the 
arrangements in'ioree. ~n some cases already go further than 
those of the Commission proposal. The European Parliament should 
take this into account. 
5. tn the light of the ·ccurrent le9al 'ft tuation :Of· part-tli.lft&- · 
workers in the Community, and bearing in'tnind.the ·imp4>rtanc~·· ,- ' I ~"~ '" 
of this type of employment for women, obaelie~·l&dito examine the reasons 
for introducing part-time work and future developments. oeilfand · ·· ·,;, •. ·,·7· ,. · 
for part-time work exceeds . supply throughout the Community. The 
fact that it is mainly women who seek part-time work is largely 
attributable to the unequal distribution of work in society between 
men and women. The DECO's Qigh Level Conference on the Employment of 
Women and the Europea~ Conference of Ministers responsible for Family 
Affairs ha~ looked in depth at the link between the employment of 
r. I 
womeri and the division of labour in the home. There is no need to 
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repeat the stereotyp~social attitudes towards t~ division of work 
in this document. Both conferences came to the conclusion that the 
social factors ~overning the em'ployment of women are undergoing radical, 
changes. These can be summarized as follows: 
1. The employment of wamen is increasingly regarded not merely in 
terms of suppl:etfi@lfiting the family income but rather as aft. independent 
contribution and as offering women indepe~dent career opportunities. 
2. The:t~ is an increasing desire to have a say in how leisure time 
should be speri't: and to share family responsib'ilities, pM:ticulatly in 
bringin~ up the ehild:ten. one can assume that this is why ~ ahd more 
flexible fotms of organizing working time, including the willingness of 
men to work part-time, are now being widely di•cussed .in.public. 
Studies have shown that fi~s introduce pa~t-time work primarily 
because this enables them to make more intensive use of labour resources 
(greater capaeity for work, better use of production c~acity) and offers 
.. , 
mote fil!itibiHty to matna~ent. This hal resulted in ~rtain bt:esu$tt~ ·~·, 
(partictilat1r ih the ~ervices sector but also in certaia branches ~f · ' 
industry) e~i~in9 part-time workers on a massive scale with a result 
that in ,soml! ireli ~•rt·t~ wo~kfrl account for over 40' of the 
work-force (co~~rc~ and retailing in the Federal Republic of Germany) 
or ov~ 50\ tcat~ting, cleaning, hairdressin9.and other personal services, 
Great Britaih). 
~ ftised•ahtl~ t~r ~lo~e$~ an~ women in particttlar, ie that up 
to rt~w tbt~in~ ebn~it1ons ha~ lar~ly been determined on an individual 
basis between e~tt)yer aY~:d el'llpioyee with the result that ril}hts established 
by collective at~eht• are not enjoyed by workers in this cateqory. 
In m<krb-econolfllc t~~s the 9roblem is one of the totAl amount of 
work bein~ ~~~~~ ~•tber tha~ increa~~d by a unilate~al transitien from 
full-time to 4'>'M:t-:tlme j~. 
6. In the interests of the economy as a whole, therefore, there is a 
need to ensure that part-time work is not misunderstood or misused as an 
alternative to a general reduction in working horus (Maij-We~qen report: 
the development of part-time work should not be ueed as a pretext to 
circumvent the need for a ~neral reduction in working 'time for all 
employees. ) 
It is clear that part-time work can contribute to a mO!'e · ! 
sensible distribution of working, domestic and f·amily responsibilities . 
between women and men, but cannot significantly help to .reduce unemployment.·". 
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7. The Commission's proposal for a directive 
- establishes a distinction between part-time and full-time employm~nt; 
- places a general ban on discrimination against part-time workers; 
- prohibits the exclusion of part-time workers from social security 
systems but also contains a general clause permitting this by 
means of thresholds of eligibility for such schemes; 
- fixes proportional arrangements for the granting of benefits by 
employers; 
- requires a written agreement between employer and employee concerning 
the nature of the part-time work and the hours of work; 
requires priority to be given to part-time workers when full-time 
vacancies occur; 
- requires that part-time workers be taken into account, at least in 
proportion to their working hours, in ~he total count of employees 
in an undertaking; 
- establishes the principle that recourse to part-time work should com~ 
within the scope of procedures for the information and consultation 
of workers' representatives in accordance with the rules in force 
in the Member States; 
- aims to abolish all discriminatory provisions; 
- fixes 1 January 1984 as the deadline for compliance with the dir~rtive. 
In general terms, the Commission's decision to accede to the demand 
of the European Parliament conta~ned in the Maij-Weggen report for Community 
action in the form of a directive and not merely a recommendation with no 
binding force is to be welcomed, as is the general trend of the content. 
Some important elements are however missing assuming that the three 
basic criteria of the Maij-Weggen report should be embodied in the direct-
ive. 
'l'he three criteria are : 
1. All forms of discrimination against part-time workers must be 
eliminated. 
2. Part-time work should not continue to be used as a means to remove 
women from the labour market nor should it be used as an instrument.of 
anti-cyclical policy at the expense of women. Part-time work should not 
continue to be one of the areas reserved for women but should rather make 
possible a better and fairer distribution between women and men of res~ 
ponsibilities in employment, the home and the family. 
3. The disadvantages of shift working should be avoided as far as 
possible as they adversely affect the fair distribution of duties between 
men and women in running the home and bringing up the children. 
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Trye following important changes should be made to the directive to 
t ·lkl' llcl'ount of thf'tW Grltoria 
Cr.i terion 1 of the Maij-Weg9en report 
The directive should not contain a general clause which allows the 
Member States to.exclude a large proportion of part-time workers from 
the scope of the~~irective. ~his is the case howev~r in Article 3(2). 
Criterion 2 
1. The ri~ts ~ thtde uniohs to be involved in the Whole prt>ee'ts mu!lt 
be more ~Hcitt¥ tJ~ted in the directive ( introdu·ction of ·98rt.-tiltle 
work, co-decision making powers of workers, collective agreements between 
employers and employees,. etc.) in order to counterbalance the existing 
trend towards the use of part-time work. 
2. The directive must contain appropriate machinery, or at least ~xe 
it possible, to prevent the proportion of part-time work in certain 
industries being increased at the expense of full-time· jobs. 
3. It •u•t also contain provisions or make it possible to achieve a 
balanced pr6portion of male and female part-time workers in the various 
sectors. 
Criteriotl 3 
The directive must lead in practice to the conclulion of written 
agreements between entployi!rs and employees containing sufficiently 
precise wording to prevent unacceptable part-time working arrangements 
(e.g. the so-called Kapovaz system under which workers can be called 
on as required) ~ 
8. In connection with the araft Italian law on part-ti~ work proposed 
by the Minister of Labour, Mr di Giesi, I had talks on 1 and 2 April 1982 
with the women's organi&ations· cf the .. polttiQ8lfl-part.iu · · 
in Italy, other women's organizations and feminist group~ and with women 
of the CGIL/CISL/UIL Trade Union Federation.as part of my inquiries. 
The following points emerged from these dicussions: · 
- European Community statistics on part-time work in Italy are to be 
treated with great caution as part-time workers who are not covered by 
social security are not counted aa part-time WC)rker• and a.r·• the. tertiary 
sector, where part-time work is normally most prevalent, is less 
developed in Italy. 
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- Directives or laws on part-time work sh~u-ld- be- ~~omp~nieci-~--­
additional measures to benefit women: 
including flexible opening hours for kindergarten,_· public institutions, 
bankR, c~tc. 
more flexible working time, 
better social services, 
more generally an environment which is more receptive to women. 
- Any directives and laws must include the public sector. 
- There are already collective agreements in Italy covering part-time 
work, e.g. in banks, textiles and metal working. 
These existing agreements offer the opt~on of part-time work but t~c · 
has been little demand for this. 
- In the collective agreement for the banking sector, Ute tr..ae 111nli.ons '*Cl 
employers have agreed on a 10% part-time work quota. 
- One thing which must be avoided in any directives or laws is the 
creation of so-called part-time industries which then automatically 
become areas of female employment. 
- People asked whether the Community directive would also cover 
specifically part-time forms of work, e.g. seasonal work in agricu:· 
and tourism. 
- Views on the di Giesi bill differed greatly, ranging from: 
total rejection of legislation and a demand for collective agreements 
between trade unions and employers, 
criticisms of the bill on the grounds that it did not go far enough 
for women, 
to the view that only principles and standards should be laid down 
but that there should be no new law until agreement had been reached 
in principle. 
9. Discussions were also held or opinions sought from the following 
in connection with this report: 
Representatives of the French Government in the light of the latter's 
bill on part-time work, 
- Women's representatives in the Belgian trade union movement on the 
question of existing provisions on part-time work, 
- The Commission of the European Communities (DG V), 
- The European Trades Union Confederation, 
- UNICE, 
- The European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 
- The European Trade Union Institute, 
- Women's organizations in the Federal Republic of Germany and women's trade 
union representatives. 
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Article 3 
The directive is based on Article 100 of the EEC Treaty and, 
according to Commission's explanatory memorandum, Article 117. 
Article 3(1) of the proposal for a directive takes account of the 
objectives of these provisions cf the EEC Treaty. However, Article 3(2) 
of the directive introduces a general'clause which is diametrically 
opposed both to the objective o~ harmonizing working and living 
conditions and to the provisions of Article 100. Article 3(2) will 
have the effect of excluding a substantial number of part-time 
workers from the scope of the directive. The proposal for a directive 
provides neither for harmonization of the rules of the Member States 
nor does it give any indication of the direction in which social security 
provisions should be developed. It does not even prevent Member State~ 
from adjusting threshOlds of eligibility for membership of social 
security schemes for part-time workers. 
As the whole purpose of the directive is to give part-time workers 
the same rights as full-time workers, there is no justification for 
Article 3 ( 2). Either the directive should ccnt.ain thresn'o.t'WI. which 
would apply equally to all Member States or this paragraph should be 
amende•i LO ensure that - after a transitional period - all part-time 
workers are covered by statutory and occupational social security schemes. 
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Article 4 
The list of benefits to which the principl~ of proportionality 
should apply - remuneration, h6liday pay and redundancy - is cle.arly 
not exhaustive. The following should also be mentioned : 
Christmas bonus 
employers' contributions to employee savings schemes 
savings bonuses 
special payments on the birth of a child or marriage of an employee 
fidelity bonuses payable on completion of a certain period of 
service where these are calculated on the basis of rates of pay. 
In other words, all benefits which would normally be granted to a 
full-time employee. It must also be made clear, however, that there are 
some elements of remuneration which should not be based on the proportional 
principle since application of proportionality would be discriminatory. 
These include : 
the granting of bonuses for employees' suggestions (e.g. suggestions 
for improvements to working procedures, reduction of waste, higher 
productivity, etc.); 
attendance bonuses. In the case of attendance bonuses the same 
basis of calculation should apply as for full-time workers. 
Article 4(2) is fully justified in this context as in some Member States; 
there is no distinction either in law or in collective agreements between 
so-called 'indivisible rights' and 'proportional rights' for part-time 
workers. This is the case for example where firms grant full-time and part-
time workers savings bonuses, special bonuses or fidelity bonuses on an 
equal basis. 
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Article!"> 
In its comments on Article 5 the ComrniEion states that 'the working 
conditions of part-time workers should be put down in writing in view 
of the spread of new forms of work such a& variable working hours and 
the •Kapovaz system• ' (COM(81) 775 finAl). Some of the new forms of 
organization of work could also bring definite advantages for workers 
and lead to a more sensible division of time between work and leisure. 
If the organization of working time is so flexible, however, that part-
time workers have to be on permanent standby but are not paid accordingly, 
more detailed measures must be ·~adopted. The committee's amendment to 
the proposal for a directive therefore tries to clarify the outst~nding 
issues relating to the organization of working time. It is normal in 
most Member States to settle matters relating to the organization of 
working time, the introduction of flexible working time, etc. within 
the framework of existing procedures for informing and consulting 
workers' representatives or in collective agreements. As Article 8 
of the proposal for a directive refers explicitly to the participation 
of workN'R' rf'presentatives only in teJ:"ms of 'any recourse to part-time 
work', it would appear only sPnslble to refer to currant practice in 
the Member States in Article 5 as well. Alternatively, the participation 
of workers' representatives could also be covered by stating this more 
explicitly in Article 8. 
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Article 7(1) 
-------
The amendment proposed by the committee is intended to ensure that 
part-time workers are regarded as full members of the work-force. It 
may be appropriate from a statistical point of view to calculate the 
number of employees in proportion to the number of hours worked, but, 
for the purposes of rights deriving from employment in an establishment 
or undertaking, proportionality should be rejected. This applies to t~e 
ca~culation of the total number of employees for the purpose of setting. 
,' :, 
up bodies to represent workers' interests in an establishment or under-
taking, the right to vote and stand for election and the use of social 
.facilities in the firm such as the canteen or creche. The am•ndment 
proposed by the committee would in~an that a number of I'Mmber States would 
have tomange their current practice but this is justified as much from 
·.the point of view of involving women in the representat,ion of employees' 
interests in the firm as on the basis of Articles 100 and 117. 
Article 7(2) 
------
.. Part-time work is largely carried out by women in all the Member 
States. The Maij-Weggen report of the European Parliament called for 
measures to t~ut an en·a to divisions in the labour market. The two m~asures 
proposed have this as t~ir objective. Firs~, the aim is to ensure that 
individual iA4ustries do·not have recourse primarily to part-time work 
and thus make part-time employment the preserve of women, and second, to 
guarantee that part-time work for men is encouraged. Both the proposed 
measures attempt to put into practice the resolution of the Council of 
18 December 1979 which laid down the following principle for part-time 
work : 
Part-time work must be vol~ntary and be available to men and ~omen. It 
may not be imposed on people Who wish to work full-time. Care should 
be taken to ensure that part-time employment is not confined to women 
or to those with the lowest level of qualifications. 
The Commission proposal totally fails to put this principle into t.i 
practice, although some Member States such as France already have possibili~·· 
ties under the law to introduce a quota system of this kind. ··;i 
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Article 8 
The amendment proposed by the committee is intended to ensure that 
workers' representatives are consulted in advance so that they have 
an opportunity to give their opinion before there is any recourse to 
part-time work. 
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